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Why
Youthquake II?

TO GIVE AN
INTERNATIONAL
DIMENSION TO THE
LOCAL COMMITMENT

TO STRENGHT THE
RELATIONS AS A
CONTINUITY PRACTICE

The ESC project Youthquake II, stems from the desire to follow up on the relationships consolidated
during the first edition of the strategic volunteering project Youthquake (2017-2020) by building active
and solidarity-based responses to the new social challenges born also as a result of the covid19
emergency.

Goals
Youthquake II
and the local dimension

Youthquake II
and Europe

to enhance the internal and marginal, rural and

connecting the EU and young people

urban areas of central Italy through concrete

inclusive societies

actions of solidarity and volunteerism

information and constructive dialogue

to encourage active citizenship itineraries for

mental health and well-being

young and old inhabitants of the areas

support for young people in rural areas

involved, in a local and international
perspective

space and participation for all,
sustainable green Europe

Topics:
support

to

disabled

adults

in

recreational activities
environmental requalification and

The activities will
involve in total

50
volunteers

animation of natural and city parks
promotion of tangible and intangible
heritage of the territory
promotion and implementation of
activities

of

regeneration

and

animation of the suburbs
organization

of

animative

and

recreational activities for the elderly
and children of post-seismic areas.

Actors

Supporting organization (based in
vol. Country) -SO

- Handles the practical and logistical

Organizzazione di coordinamento
(OC)
- Receives volunteer applications and

aspects of the vol experience.

supports them in identifying the SO;

- Identifies tutor and Mentor;

- Supports and monitors the activities

- Analyze the Volunteering Agreement

-Selects volunteers;

of the HO and volunteers;

with the vol.

- Supports and monitors the learning

- Is responsible for the economic and

- Registers vol. with insurance;

process of volunteers; -Youhtpass;

bureaucratic aspects of the entire

- Is responsible for budget

project (reimbursement. transport,

management and reporting;

MT, VA, PA etc.);

- Psycho-emotional preparation of
volunteers for the ESC experience;

- Supports volunteers upon return
from the experience

Hosting Organization - HO

Volunteers: motived young people aged between 18-30 years,
inscribed in the ESC Platform residents in: Spain, France, Greece,
Poland, Germany.

Youthquake II
includes
Transport reimbursement up to 275 euro

Youthpass certificate

Food allowance and pocket money
Accomodation
Support of a tutor
Private insurance

The training courses organized by
the IT National Agency for Youthfor the
LT volunteers
Online italian course for the LT volunteers

to apply
by ESC Platform
to write a Cv and cover
letter with your personal skills

to remember that it's an EU
volunteering project, not a job

arcs.youthquake@gmail.com

to live the potential of ESC experience

to bring your motivation and energy

to share your solidarity experience

https://www.facebook.com/arcsculturesolidali
https://www.arcsculturesolidali.org/

